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Either it is the big thing in life that you do every day, or the small things, we need role models to
follow.

Starting from solving little problems to accomplishing great aims of life, we need foot prints to follow.
Same is the case with extended essay writing. We need a dissertation example to compose the
extraordinary pattern of writing.

If you are writing this essay for the first time, you will require some instructions and a sample to
follow. This will help you with the structure of the essay, and also its format. Before writing your final
essay, you need to learn the basics of writing.

Below are some of the main reasons why you must refer a sample before writing your final thesis:

1.This helps you in guiding with the basic requirements of successful essay writing. It guides you
with respect to various chapters of thesis. Through a sample you learn how to craft your extended
essay for a greater level than just masters. Plus, it will also offer knowledge based on various writing
and research methods.

2.If you are referring a thesis sample that relates to your own topic, then you will also get help in
finding great information resources. You may also refer to the citations stated in the context, which
will help you in better composition of your extended essay. You can make notes about the
resources of information mentioned in the sample is bibliography.

3.There are several writing and citing styles. A sample will guide you with the correct composition
and citing style. Every subject requires a different format and writing structure which must be strictly
followed. If you are referring a sample relating to your field, then you might not get lost or miss an
important step.

4.Theses consist of many chapters, and the composition of these chapters is a very time consuming
and tiring process. Most of the chapters require factual statements and analysis of your own
research. Referring a sample will take you in the correct direction guiding you at every step.

5.It is important for every writer or author to understand the structure of extended essay writing
properly. A better understanding of the structure will allow you to make an appropriate draft before
attempting the final challenge. A person who understands the format and structure of writing well will
be able to compose a never failing composition. The writer will be better familiar with the art of
disciplined writing.

Conclusion:

The writers use an example of a dissertation to help them guide and act as a manual for basic
principles of thesis writing. The content cannot be copied from the sample. You can only take a
general idea from it. The content should be completely original, written in your own words,
containing your line of thoughts.
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